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Installation Cost of Digital Antennas 
 
If you don’t understand the difference between analogue and digital television or you’re too 
busy to do all the research but you know you want the best digital TV reception, trust Jim’s 
Antennas as we’re the leading digital TV specialists. 
Call us on 1300 733 093 and you’ll be able to take advantage of our vast knowledge and cost-
saving techniques as we have a variety of digital set top boxes to suit every requirement. We’ll 
also gladly offer you a free in-home demonstration so you can experience the digital TV 
difference. 
Jim’s Antennas will makes sure your old analogue system is upgraded to digital using the latest 
in cabling, connectors and TV antennas for digital TV, tailored to enhance your reception 
specifically for your home in your locality. It doesn’t matter if you live on a hill or in a protected 
pocket, or whether you’ve had reception problems in the past – Jim’s Antennas’ specialist will 
give you a free onsite no obligation quote so that you can make a well-informed decision and 
enjoy the best reception possible. 
If you’ve been putting up with bad television reception because you don’t understand the 
process to change over to digital, we’ll make it easy for you; you’ll be enjoying the extensive 
selection of digital Freeview television programming in no time. 
How? It’s pretty simple actually. We will install a digital antenna on your rooftop or inside your 
home. Our team of experts understand your requirements and they will setup the antenna 
accordingly. If you have already a digital aerial installed, but it’s not functioning properly, we 
can take care of that too! At Jim’s Antennas, our team specializes in all kinds of antenna 
repairing and installing tasks. 
Don’t lose sleep thinking you have to replace your analogue TV with a digital one in order to 
receive digital signals. Installing a digital set top box will put all your problems to rest. At Jim’s 
Antennas, we specialize in set top box installation. All you need to do is give us a call and we 
will provide you a free onsite no obligation quote. Apart from carrying out the installation tasks, 
our experts will also take care of the cabling ensuring everything is correctly hooked up and 
messy cable are securely hidden away. 
We’re also part of the trusted Jim’s Group network, which means you have the security and 
peace of mind that our services, products and people are fully insured and come with industry-
leading warranties. 
Contact us today and get ready to start enjoying your favourite TV shows in no time at all 
without any hassle. Plus, we make sure your cables are tidy and ordered while mounting your 
flat screen TVs safely and securely onto your walls. 
 



Digital TV setup and Installation 
 
So you’ve made the all-important decision about which type and size of television to buy, you take it 
home and now it’s time to install it. 

The question is do you want it to look like it did in store? If yes, it’s better not to attempt TV 
installationand tuning yourself. 

Sometimes in the excitement of buying a new television, we find that people use the wrong cabling 
or don’t install the television bracket properly. Hiring a professional to install your telly means your 
television will be working at optimal performance. 

Call us at Jim’s Antennas and we will professionally install your new flat panel screen onto your wall 
and even hide all those messy cables. Our technicians will mount your screen neatly and 
professionally, giving you peace of mind that it is secure and safe; particularly important if you have 
young children in the home. 

We will also mount your TV speakers properly so that you receive the best sound quality possible. In 
fact, Jim’s Antennas Installation Technicians are experts in Home Theatre Set Up and Installation 
and can carry out the tasking job of your home theatre setup. That includes, installation of your TV, 
mounting of speakers and your television on the wall, proper placement of the TV, etc. Antenna 
installation is also an important part in the process. We will ensure that you don’t experience any 
pixilation issues whilst watching your favourite shows. 

Jim’s Antennas has access to a wide variety of mounting for all types and sizes of TVs to fit your 
installation requirements. 

If you prefer your flat screen installed onto a stand or cabinet, Jim’s Antennas’ technicians can also 
assist in securing your television unit for safety and performance. 

Even if you handle your television installation yourself and still don’t have clear digital TV 
reception, don’t hesitate to call us. We’ll be there in a jiffy and can diagnose your TV reception 
problems. Our team of technicians will work out the problem and will come armed with the necessary 
solutions. 

It doesn’t matter if you’re having digital TV reception or cabling problems, our experienced, qualified 
and professional team provides you with a free quote so that you know what the issue is and the 
remedy. Compare our rates, see what’s on offer and then make a decision. 

If you want to enjoy your new television and favourite TVshows, simply call us on 1300 733 093. 
Enjoy crystal clear reception and a more streamlined look for your new flat screen panel. 

 
 
 


